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Dear editor, referees, and authors of the community comments Dr. Hariharan and Dr. Vulis,

We have written a comprehensive response document that addresses all the posted comments point by point. We have also made changes to our manuscript corresponding to the point-by-point response.

Please find the combined response document attached as a supplement. The document is divided into four sections. The first section contains the overview of major changes. The subsequent sections correspond to our responses to each of the three comments received.

As per journal instructions, even though we have prepared the revised manuscript (including a 'diff' version), we have to await a go-ahead to submit it separately instead of attaching it as an additional supplement.

We thank the two referees and Dr. Hariharan and Dr. Vulis for their time, effort, and constructive reviews and suggestions. We also thank the editor and the editorial team for handling our manuscript.

Best regards,

Ngai Ham (Erik) Chan

Please also note the supplement to this comment: